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Inside Story: Radio’s Newest Challenge—Sharpen Digital Pitches. With advances in mobile, in-car technology and 
even voice-recognition devices, radio stations have more opportunities than ever to deliver digital content to users on myriad 
platforms—and provide advertisers with equally innovative marketing possibilities. At the same time, stations are investing 
in new digital content, including podcasts, original video and cutting-edge mobile apps, generating fresh opportunities to 
attach to local businesses and brands. The timing for doing so is critical. After years of robust growth, digital-related revenue 
is slowing to a steady pace. In 2015, radio digital revenue growth likely increased 11%-12%, although some groups may 
see growth rates closer to 18%, according to Borrell Associates and Radio Advertising Bureau estimates. That’s lower than 
the Borrell/RAB predictions from last February, which called for overall 18% growth and also lower than 2014, when radio 
digital revenues grew 16% to $493 million, compared to 2013 levels. The slowing growth, industry analysts say, is partly 
due to digital media maturing. But advertisers also have more options than ever for their digital dollars, challenging radio 
managers to rethink their sales pitch as they chase a larger share of digital ad budgets and nurture new business. As radio 
stations improve digital content, industry analysts say compelling content will attract users—and advertisers. From there, “It’s 
about working with an enlightened sales rep—or two—who can work with clients to solve their problems, utilizing your digital 
assets,” notes Jacobs Media president Fred Jacobs. Triple Jump—Digital manpower has more than tripled at stations 
surveyed by Borrell/RAB, a necessity in the current sales climate, but sales managers must do more. Read more of 
this exclusive story at InsideRadio.com.

Mobile—Land Of Radio Ad Opportunity. Digital media as a whole may be maturing, but mobile platforms remain extremely 
fertile ground for growth. About 80% of wireless consumers have smartphones, per Nielsen, and penetration is even higher 
among younger demographics. Smartphone owners have an insatiable appetite for mobile content, and advertisers are 
clamoring for mobile opportunities. Mobile apps are attracting particular attention, with users spending about 80% of their 
mobile time in apps, per industry estimates. Tim Clarke, Cox Media Group’s director of digital 
audience for radio, says his company is seeing “staggering growth” for its station apps, with 
usage tripling monthly. “The smartphone is now the radio and there is more audio content 
being consumed than ever because of that,” Clarke said recently. Mobile apps offer advertisers 
possibilities for interactive ads, as well as sponsored content and promotions. Radio executives 
say they’ve just started to unlock mobile’s potential. Greater Media has barely scratched the surface of the engagement and 
revenue potential in its mobile assets, according to Steven Meyers, director of digital operations. “If we can evolve beyond 
static display banners pinned to the top of the app and more natively integrate our clients’ messaging into our content, I 
believe we can achieve a win-win-win scenario.” Some opportunities involve how and when an ad is delivered. At Federated 
Media, for example, which launched new station apps last year, stations can offer clients geographic targeting and geo-
fencing for ads, where ads are delivered to mobile users in a specific location or range. With this capability, Federated’s 
James Derby envisions creating sponsored channels in an app branded with individual clients. For example, staffers in one 
market notice that Subway shops always seem to play the local Federated station. Branding Together—Federated’s Derby 
envisions creating branded channels exclusively with client ads and messaging; read more at InsideRadio.com.
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Latest Role for Stations—Digital Media Partners. Imagine a radio station producer blogging and posting to social media, 
or crafting email marketing messages—for a client. Across station groups, radio broadcasters are offering these types 
of services to local businesses, extending their marketing expertise to deepen relationships with clients and generate 
additional revenue. Some radio stations have become veritable digital media agencies, with services ranging from video ad 
production to search engine optimization, content marketing, email marketing and social media management. Some have 
even created internal digital media agencies, including Entercom’s SmartReach Digital unit and Hubbard Broadcasting’s 
2060 Digital division. In Minneapolis-St. Paul alone, Hubbard has 40 local businesses signed on for its digital services. 
Increasingly, stations are offering video production for clients’ pre-roll and mid-roll ads, and cobranded video series. “Banner 
ads and audio streaming spots don’t cut it,” says Borrell Associates CEO Gordon Borrell. “Video, social media management 
and website design are what advertisers are buying.” As stations look to diversify revenue streams and ease their reliance 
on traditional over-the-air ad revenue, such services can contribute to the bottom line, says BIA/Kelsey chief economist 
Mark Fratrik. “While the dollar amounts may not be as attractive as a 13-week, 20-spot-a-day schedule, it still is profitable 
and using assets local radio has,” he says. Federated Media has been offering digital services to clients for about two years 
and digital director James Derby says they’ve recently expanded to producing video ads for clients. “If you’re not investing 
in video and offering video to clients, you’re probably going to be left behind,” says Derby. Endless Possibilities—Savvy 
stations look to entice clients with shared services. Read more of the exclusive story at InsideRadio.com.

Nielsen and Bubba Agree—To Keep Disagreeing. When it comes to the alleged ratings tampering tale of Bubba The 
Love Sponge (Todd Clem), Nielsen says: This is our story, and we’re sticking to it. That’s the gist of the measurement giant’s 
response to a motion to toss its $1 million amended ratings fraud lawsuit against the syndicated personality. Clem’s attorney 
argued that the case didn’t belong in federal court because Nielsen hadn’t demonstrated at 
least $75,000 in damages, the minimum for a case to be heard in that jurisdiction, and that 
Nielsen failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. In a 21-page response filed 
Friday, Nielsen notes it lost two months of license fees from Beasley rocker WBRN-FM (98.7), 
Clem’s Tampa flagship, after delisting the station. Each time it uncovered an instance of alleged 
ratings tampering, Nielsen says it had to locate the tainted data, remove it from the ratings and 
re-determine the estimates—“all at a significant expenditure of time, effort and resources.” It also 
hired outside investigators in addition to using its in-house investigative unit. “The costs of this 
ongoing investigation continue to accrue,” Nielsen’s response states. On top of that, Nielsen said 
Clem’s actions required it to recruit and train 7 new PPM panelists and 5 diary panelists. Perhaps most pointedly, Nielsen 
says the scandal caused one of radio’s largest groups to question the integrity of its ratings and seek compensation from 
Nielsen. Nielsen argues it has “more than sufficiently” pled its fraud-based claim with descriptions of five separate panelists 
whom Clem allegedly encouraged and instructed to provide false listening data. Nielsen also disputes Clem’s claim that the 
panelists were predisposed to breach their agreements with Nielsen and didn’t do so as a result of his actions.

Clients Lean Toward Traditional Media Over Digital. While agencies may be pushing their clients to advertise on digital, 
mobile and social channels, it appears their clients are more likely to prefer traditional media buys such as radio and TV. A 
2016 outlook survey from Cincinnati-based marketing consultancy RSW/US says that 34% of brands say they will increase 
spending on traditional media in 2016, as opposed to 19% of agency respondents that “expect that to happen.” RSW/US 
president Mark Sneider points out that agencies “may be underestimating traditional media, while clients feel there’s not been 
enough seamless integration as [agencies] chased the shiny objects. It might suggest to agencies that traditional media is 
still important, and they shouldn’t get so wrapped up in chasing that next technology.” In an Adweek story, Chris Macdonald, 
president of McCann Erickson, NY, adds, “I think questions about where marketers are spending can be misleading—clients 
are put in buckets where the buckets don’t exist. A lot of the clients we talk to want a ‘digital first’ strategy, but traditional 
media is never going to die. It’s about how to optimize channels and optimize spending in those channels.”
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FCC Cumulus Penalty—Potential Issue For Stations. The FCC last week levied a bulky $540,000 penalty against 
Cumulus Media for insufficient sponsorship identification in ads promoting an electric company’s construction project. 
No doubt some consider that fine excessive for a small market station. But in an election year, where many ads about 
controversial issues are likely to be placed on radio and TV, the consent decree serves as a not-so-subtle reminder that 
broadcasters must identify the true sponsor in issue advertising. “Stations need to be sure that 
clear sponsorship is included in all issue advertising—and even in all commercial advertising 
where it is not clear from the context of the ad as to the true sponsor,” wrote attorney David 
Oxenford in a blog post. The actual copy used in the announcements on country “The Big 
97.5” WOKQ Dover, NH wasn’t included in the FCC decision. However, Oxenford noted that 
it didn’t include the language “paid for” or “sponsored by” Northern Pass Transmission LLC, 
the full name of the company that paid for the ads and was behind the controversial project. 
Merely referencing the Northern Pass project wasn’t sufficient. Section 73.1212 of the FCC’s 
rules requires that ads on “controversial issues of public importance” must contain a statement 
that the ad was “paid for” or “sponsored by” the organization that paid for the ad. “This fine 
is yet another example of the enhanced enforcement of all FCC rules by the new Enforcement Bureau, enforcement 
that has been controversial both among those being regulated and even among the FCC commissioners themselves,” 
Oxenford said. Largest, But Not the First—Stations, according to Oxenford, had best take this fine seriously and act 
accordingly; read more at InsideRadio.com.

Fire Chiefs Tout Need To Activate FM On Cellphones. Add the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) to the 
list of groups urging the FCC to work with wireless carriers to activate FM chips in cellphones because of the importance 
of local radio during times of emergency. In a letter to the Commission, the group makes the case as part of its support 
for improving Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEAs) for public safety. The Commission is seeking ways to expand the alerts, 
which launched in 2012. Its current rules limit WEAs to 90 characters and prohibit the inclusion of URLs. In the letter, the 
IAFC says it “strongly supports” expanding the maximum permissible length of the wireless messages to 360 characters. 
“Expanding the message length would allow us to provide better, more detailed information in each alert, and reduce 
the total number of alerts needed to adequately notify our citizens of an emergency,” writes IAFC president Rhoda Mae 
Kerr. The radio industry is pushing for a plan that would add automatic URL links to WEA messages in order to directly 
access the over-the-air FM radio in the consumer’s smartphone to get comprehensive, ongoing emergency information. 
The IAFC voiced its support for this approach, saying it would relieve the burden on cellular networks, and allow consumers 
to avoid exhausting their data plans and battery life during emergencies. “Driving consumers to their FM radios after an 
alert may help relieve congestion on the wireless broadband network during times of emergency, freeing up vital capacity 
for emergency responders and others,” Kerr writes. “We encourage the FCC to further explore the feasibility of use of this 
method to provide information to the public during an emergency.” The letter notes that Craig Fugate, the administrator of 
FEMA, has voiced his support for radio-enabled mobile devices.
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GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Bonneville Radio Group in Salt Lake City, UT, has an opening for a National Sales Manager. We 
are looking for a dynamic sales professional up to the challenge of setting new records across multiple 
platforms. The ideal candidate must have a track record of growing market share, developing client 
relationships and generating non-traditional revenue. Bonneville Radio provides “best in class” multi-
platform products, a tremendous challenging work environment, a talented team, and excellent 
compensation.

POSITION PURPOSE: Oversee national sales goals for Bonneville Radio and provide strategic plans to 
ensure revenue growth.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS & KEY RESPONSIBILITIES: Ability to communicate effectively to build and 
maintain successful internal and external relationships with reps, buyers, planners and clients;
Possess an acute understanding of how to forecast future revenue; Creativity to develop targeted, 
customer focused marketing solutions using multiple media products including but not limited to radio, 
web, mobile, and social media; Take full ownership of national budgets and revenue goals and constantly 
develop strategies to exceed national share from prior year.

Find more qualifications, skills and responsibilities and other details about the job in our full ad at 
insideradio.com. If qualified, please send cover letter and resume to: kslhr@ksl.com   
Equal Opportunity Employer

BONNEVILLE RADIO GROUP - NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
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